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Fractional diffusion as a tool to describe multiscale systems

  Many systems characterised by multiscale dynamics, where transport is                
   facilitated within certain scales, exhibit heavy-tailed experimental distributions  
   (filtration of solutes in porous soils, diffusion of colloids in polymers, MRI, ...).

  Many authors have shown the equivalence between             
   heavy-tailed motions and transport equations that use          
   fractional-order (non-integer) derivatives. 

  These models can be rigorously derived from an ensemble  
   of particles undergoing stochastic Levy walks, with more   
   heavy-tailed probabilistic distributions as the fractional          
   order separates from the integer (standard) derivative.  

Benson DA et al. Water Resour Res 2000;36:1403-12



  

Methodology

  We are interested in the development of new robust and efficient modelling, 
   simulation and validation techniques for space fractional models:                        
   https://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/groups/occam/research/methodologies/M16. 

  Our initial interest is placed on fractional reaction-diffusion systems, based on   
   the fractional Laplacian to describe multiscale, non-local effects on diffusion.

  We are currently developing new numerical solvers for the solution of this type  
   of models, based on the spectral decomposition of the fractional operator:

  Suppose the Laplacian (-Δ) has a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions   
   {φ

j
}, satisfying standard boundary conditions on a bounded                region,      

   with corresponding eigenvalues λ
j
., i.e.,                        , and let:

  Then, for any             , it holds:

https://www.maths.ox.ac.uk/groups/occam/research/methodologies/M16


  

Numerics

  Convergence results for the fractional heat equation, for our spectral (solid       
   lines) and standard finite differences (dashed lines) methods, and different          
   fractional powers, α. (a) homogeneous Dirichlet BCs; (b) homogeneous               
   Neumann BCs; (c) Evolution of initial data.

  The new developed numerics demonstrate:

  spectral convergence → accuracy.

  fully diagonal in Fourier space (no preconditioning needed) → efficiency.



  

Influence of non- locality in system dynamics

  Allen-Cahn equation – Metastability of solutions. 

  Gray-Scott model – Pattern formation. 
α = 2

α = 1.5



  

Future Work

  Application of fractional diffusion models to describe multiscale effects of structural 
   heterogeneity in biological systems (propagation of electrical activity in cardiac     
   tissue; oxygen diffusion in the respiratory system; tumour growth). 

  Application of fractional diffusion models to turbulent fluxes with coherent              
   structures (link with MTM2011-29036 project).

  Application of fractional diffusion models to study reactive flows at critical phase    
   transitions (link with MTM2011-29036 project).

The work presented in this contribution is based on work supported by 
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and Technology (KAUST).
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